
Chapter One

ARZEN ALNEM WISHED HE HAD not forgotten his sword back on his cart.  He ducked, avoiding a
punch from a Draymens, but rather than strike back, he backed up, praying to the Dragon Gods for
help as he tried to think of some way he could survive this fight without getting killed.S

Not that his opponent—a large, hulking Draymens with fists like boulders and a body as lumpy as coal—
was going to let him do that, however. It advanced toward him, snarling and hissing, black spittle escaping
from its mouth and snot trailing from its pig-like nostrils. Sarzen would have been disgusted if he had not
been trying to survive.

And Sarzen couldn’t depend on his friends to help, either, because they were all caught up in their own
battles with Draymens. Sarzen and his friends had been traveling through a valley when they had been sud -
denly ambushed by a group of Draymens, which was part of the reason why Sarzen was unarmed; he had not
expected an attack here.

On the ONE day I don’t carry my sword with me, we get attacked,  Sarzen thought.  Then again, High
Priest Renuk always said the Dragon Gods have a twisted sense of humor. I can’t help but wonder if this is one
of their jokes.

Sarzen’s  thoughts were  interrupted when his  enemy charged at  him.  Sarzen jumped out  of  the  way,
rolling across the ground and back to his feet, just narrowly avoiding his rampaging foe. Standing up, Sarzen
seized a rock from the ground and held it up threateningly.

The Draymens, however, didn’t look very threatened by Sarzen’s rock. It  took a step toward him, so
Sarzen hurled the rock at the Draymens. The rock struck the Draymens in the forehead, but it just harmlessly
bounced off of the Draymens’ thick skull. It didn’t even blink when the rock hit its face, but its eyes did nar-
row and it let out a deep growl that made Sarzen realize that he had only just succeeded in making it angrier.

With a roar, the Draymens ran at him. Sarzen tried to jump out of the way again, but this time, the Dray -
mens was fast enough to reach him before he could dodge it. It punched him in the gut, the blow knocking
him flat off his feet. Sarzen hit the ground hard, but managed to roll to the side, just barely avoiding its foot,
which came crashing down on the spot where he had been lying a mere second ago.

Sarzen clutched his ribs. It felt like the Draymens’ punch had cracked every rib in his body. Either way,
the pain was paralyzing and he found it hard to breathe, but then a huge shadow fell over him and he looked
up to see his opponent standing above him. The Draymens raised its fists above its head, ready to bring them
down on Sarzen.

But before the Draymens could finish him off, Sarzen heard the flapping of huge wings and a large, white
dragon appeared out of nowhere and slammed into the Draymens. The Draymens was sent flying by the
blow and rolled across the ground until it smashed into the wall of the valley, creating a small avalanche of
rock and dirt that totally buried it. It did not get up again.



Panting, Sarzen looked up at the dragon, which was now looking at him with a look that clearly said,
Sarzen, what was that?

“Hey, I forgot my sword,” said Sarzen in annoyance. “Not everyone can transform into a dragon like you,
Rothel.”

The dragon—who was Sarzen’s friend named Rothel, a son of the Dragon God Errat—just snorted and
shook his head before gesturing with his head at the carts, as if telling Sarzen to get his sword. Then Rothel
turned and flew back toward the other side of the battlefield, most likely to aid the other Warrior Priests and
mages who were fighting the other Draymens.

Sarzen would have gone to help, too, but without his sword he was useless in a fight, so he took advantage
of this moment to rush over to the cart where he’d left his sword. Climbing onto the cart, he found his sword
exactly where he’d left it under his seat, sheathed securely in its scabbard.

But just as he grabbed his sheath, Sarzen heard a rumbling in the sky above and looked up. Dark clouds
had gathered above, which wasn’t too unusual, given that the Cursed Lands was always cloudy, but these
clouds were flashing and rumbling, which meant they were probably about to start raining, which was the last
thing they needed right now.

But how is that possible? Sarzen thought. It never rains in the Cursed Lands. The only way this could be
possible is if—

A sudden feeling of dread came over Sarzen, a feeling so powerful that he didn’t even bother to finish the
sentence. He just whipped his head this way and that, searching for the Draymens sorcerer that he knew was
likely behind the gathering storm. Ever since leaving Ferro’s Pass, Sarzen and his friends had learned all about
the sorcerers of the Draymens, who were like the mages of the humans, except more in tune with the darker
areas of magic. One experienced sorcerer alone could completely destroy a good-sized human army, so if these
Draymens had brought one of their sorcerers with them, that meant that the fight was about to end in their
favor very quickly and bloodily unless it was taken out before it could make any harm.

He spotted the figure immediately. The Draymens sorcerer stood in the shadows of a nearby overhanging
rock, away from the rest of the battle, its hands raised above its head like it was casting a spell. No doubt it was
the source behind the sudden clouds that had appeared overhead.

Unsheathing his sword, Sarzen ran toward the sorcerer. The Draymens sorcerer did not notice him ap-
proaching until he was about halfway there, at which point it turned its head and saw him. It raised the chains
in its hands—the chains that Sarzen had learned over the last couple of weeks were what Draymens sorcerers
used to channel their magic—and whipped them toward Sarzen.

A shadow bolt flew out of the chains, forcing Sarzen to duck to avoid getting hit. That forced him to slow
down and he had to slow down even more to avoid another blast of shadow energy from the sorcerer’s chains.
The sorcerer obviously did not want him to get close enough to stab or slash it, but Sarzen still managed to
make progress toward it, even with its constant attacks.

But it wasn’t enough. As long as the sorcerer had its magic then Sarzen would never be able to kill it. That
meant he would need to figure out how to attack it from a distance, though that was an impossible task for
Sarzen, given that he had no magic or long range weapons of his own.



So Sarzen dove behind a boulder and crouched behind there, wincing every time he heard the shadow
bolts from the sorcerer strike his hiding spot. He thought quickly, trying to figure out how to take the sor-
cerer down from a distance, but it seemed impossible until he remembered just how precarious that over -
hanging rock under which the sorcerer stood looked. His plan would be risky, but it was also the only way to
end this fight quickly.

Making sure he had a good grip on his sword, Sarzen ran out from behind the boulder. The sorcerer im -
mediately fired a shadow bolt at him, but Sarzen dodged it. He ran toward the sorcerer because he would
need to get closer in order for his plan to work.

Getting closer wasn’t nearly as easy as it sounded, though, because the sorcerer kept throwing magical
blasts at him that were difficult to dodge. But still, Sarzen ran, not letting himself slow down until he was sure
that he was within striking distance of the rock.

With a yell, Sarzen hurled his sword through the air, but not at the sorcerer. Instead, he aimed for the
overhanging rock that hung directly above the sorcerer’s head. The sorcerer stopped casting spells briefly, its
dead gray eyes watching the sword fly overhead in confusion.

Then, just as the sword struck the rock, the confusion in the sorcerer’s eyes was replaced with understand-
ing … understanding, and terror.

In the very next instant, the loose rock fell directly onto the sorcerer’s head. The sorcerer was crushed un -
derneath the weight of the rock, which had also been holding back several other large rocks, causing a small
avalanche to cover the sorcerer’s corpse.

But it worked. The sorcerer was dead.
Panting, Sarzen wiped sweat off his forehead and looked over at his friends and their battle. The Dray -

mens that had been fighting his friends were already fleeing, though a few of the slower ones got slaughtered
by his friends before they could get very far. Rothel fired several fire blasts at the fleeing Draymens, but he
didn’t chase them. He landed on the ground, flapped his wings once, and growled, a sound so intimidating
that even Sarzen felt afraid of it, even though he was currently on the other side of the battlefield and was not
one of Rothel’s enemies.

Soon, the remaining Draymens were gone and the valley was silent. As far as Sarzen could tell, there were
no more Draymens in the valley, which meant that they had won the battle.

But Sarzen did not stop and celebrate. He picked up his sword—which he was displeased to notice was
slightly bent at the tip from where it had hit the rocks—and ran over to the others, who were already regroup-
ing around the carts. Rothel flew over to join them and, when he landed, transformed in a flash of light back
to his human form, though he still looked as tired and weary as everyone else.

“Is everyone all right?” said Sarzen, looking around at the members of the party. “No one killed or hurt?”
“No casualties whatsoever,” said Rothel, brushing back his long hair. He winced and clutched his arm.

“Just lots of bruises and cuts.”
Sarzen sighed in relief and prayed a silent and brief  prayer to the Dragon Gods for protecting them.

“Good to hear.”



“We lost a horse, though,” said Kiloa, a large, brutish man and Sarzen’s fellow Warrior Priest. “It was cut
in half by one of the Draymens soldiers. That means we will need to either drag the cart ourselves or attach it
to one of the other carts and force one of the surviving horses to work even harder.”

Sarzen grimaced. Their horses had all proven themselves to be just as brave and reliable and strong as the
other members of the party, but the fact was that they were starting to wear down from the constant travel
and the harsh terrain of the Cursed Lands. It was also getting harder to feed and water them, due to the lack
of food and water in the Cursed Lands. Losing one of their horses meant that was one less mouth to worry
about, but it also meant adding extra work onto one of their other, already overworked horses, which might
just cause whichever horse they chose to collapse from exhaustion, if not die outright.

“I can pull it in my dragon form,” Rothel said. “In my dragon form, I am as strong as ten horses. It won’t
be a problem.”

“No, it will be,” said Sarzen, rubbing the back of his head. “I don’t want you to tire yourself out pulling
the cart along. You’re our best and most powerful fighter, so I want you to be in top shape in case we’re at-
tacked again.”

“Are we going to have to pull the cart, then?” said Renes, another Warrior Priest as he rubbed the scar on
his bald head that he’d gotten a week ago from a previous fight with the Draymens.

Sarzen looked over at the cart in question. It was in terrible shape. Several of the spokes in the wheels were
broken off or just barely hanging on, while some of the paneling was missing. There were holes in sides and
floor and the entire thing looked like it was about to fall apart if a slight breeze were to blow through at that
moment.

“We’ll have to abandon the cart,” said Sarzen finally. “We’ll move the supplies off of it onto the other
carts, but try to distribute the supplies across the remaining carts evenly so the rest of the horses won’t have to
haul as much.”

“Yes, sir,” said Kiloa, nodding. “We’ll get right on it.”
The rest of the team immediately made their way over to the cart, aside from Sarzen and Rothel. Sarzen

sat down on a flat rock, rested his face in his hands, and sighed.
“Feeling all right?” said Rothel. “You look worried.”
“It’s …” Sarzen shook his head and looked up at Rothel. “The adrenaline is wearing off. I’m just very tired

from this sudden fight. I’ll be fine after a few minutes of rest.”
“Just a few minutes?” said Rothel incredulously. “Sarzen, you’ve been working harder than anyone else

on this quest since we left Ferro’s Pass two weeks ago. You should sleep in one of the carts once we resume
heading south.”

“I can’t do that,” said Sarzen. “This quest is my responsibility. You guys are my responsibility. What if
we’re attacked again while I rest?”

“We can protect the carts if that happens,” said Rothel. “You’re not the only one who has eyes and ears,
you know.”

Sarzen nodded, but he was now thinking about how their quest had progressed ever since they left Ferro’s
Pass. He recalled how happy and excited he had been, knowing that the Dragon Gods were on their side and



that they had a son of Errat with them. At the time, Sarzen thought they would have no trouble handling the
challenges ahead.

But it seemed like they were defending themselves from attacking Draymens every day now. Ever since
leaving Ferro’s Pass, they had had little to no opportunities to rest. Even at night, they could not relax, be-
cause the Draymens had a special fondness for attacking at night. It had gotten so bad that Sarzen was getting
only a few hours of sleep each night now, which he knew was affecting his decision-making skills, but until
they found the Dragon Gods, he would not be able to sleep as easily as he used to.

They also had no idea where they were going. Beyond Ferro’s Pass, the rest of the Cursed Lands were a
mystery and the current location of the Dragon Gods was an even bigger one. Sarzen had thought that they
would receive a sign from the Dragon Gods at some point, pointing them to their next location, but so far
they had not heard anything from the Dragon Gods. They had just traveled south, because the legends said
that the Dragon Gods had gone south, but in truth they were really just wandering aimlessly and had made
no real progress in their quest.

He was so lost in his worry that he didn’t notice Rothel speaking until Rothel shook him by the shoulder
and said, “Sarzen, are you listening?”

“Huh?” said Sarzen, looking up at Rothel in confusion. “Were you talking?”
“Yes,” said Rothel, a hint of annoyance in his voice. “I was asking if you were thinking about Helnia. We

haven’t heard from her since she left for Ars.”
“No, but now that you mention it, I should be,” said Sarzen. “She, Jemo, and Alom. I hope they’re all

right.”
Helnia had left the party about two weeks ago, along with Jemo and Alom, two of Sarzen’s fellow War-

rior Priests. She was supposed to go back to Ars to warn the people of Yores about the betrayal of the Elect,
but they had not heard from her at all since then and did not know the status of her own journey. Of course,
they had no way of contacting her at all, but that did not stop Sarzen from worrying about her, because she
was his only living family, aside from possibly his parents, but he still did not know if his parents were alive at
this point or not, so he didn’t worry about them very much.

“They probably are,” said Rothel. “Jemo and Alom are very good fighters and Helnia is no slouch herself,
especially with her magic. I bet they are already at the gates of Ars telling everyone what you and she learned
about the Elect in the Temple.”

“I hope you’re right,” said Sarzen. “Something tells me that the Elect won’t like her very much if she does
that. But maybe the anger of the people at being betrayed by their leaders will be enough to keep her safe
from the Elect.”

“No doubt it will,” said Rothel, nodding. Then he glanced at the rest of the party—who were now in the
process of moving the supplies from the damaged cart to the other carts—and said, in a lower voice, “You
know what the general mood of the party is about the quest, right?”

Sarzen nodded glumly. “Hopeless.”



“More like bottomless despair,” said Rothel. “They’re all holding up admirably well, considering the cir-
cumstances, but I think they’re losing faith in the quest. It doesn’t help that our party is significantly smaller
now than it was when we first started.”

Again, Sarzen nodded. “We started out with fifteen, but now we have nine. I didn’t expect us to lose so
many so quickly.”

“Yeah,” said Rothel. “And we still have no clue where the Dragon Gods are.”
“I know,” said Sarzen, trying (and failing) to hide the annoyance in his tone. “Are you absolutely certain

that you can’t remember where they are?”
“Yes, I am,” said Rothel. He tapped the side of his head. “Like I said, they took almost all of my memo -

ries. I just remember a few very general details about them, but not where they are. I’m sorry.”
“It’s fine,” said Sarzen. “But we still haven’t found any clues as to their current location yet. It’s like they

don’t want to be found.”
“Do you think so?” said Rothel. “That would explain our lack of porgress. And if they don’t want to be

found, does that mean we won’t be able to find them? That our quest is in vain?”
Sarzen grimaced. “Don’t say that aloud. The others might hear and become even more depressed. And de-

pressed is the last emotion they need to be feeling right now.”
“You’re right,” said Rothel. “Yet that doesn’t change the fact that the quest might very well fail. If the

Dragon Gods truly do not wish to be found, what should we do? Should we try to turn back and go home?”
Sarzen’s shoulders slumped. “I … I don’t know. I’m too exhausted to think.”
“Okay,” said Rothel. “But you will have to come up with an answer at some point, because unless a mira -

cle happens, I don’t think this quest is destined for success.”
Sarzen immediately stood up. “Rothel, I need to take a walk. I won’t go far; just around the battlefield

and back. I need some time alone to think. Just keep an eye on the others for me, okay?”
Rothel nodded. “Sure, Sarzen. Take your time. We’re not leaving right away, so we’ll get you before we

go.”
“Thanks,” said Sarzen.
He walked away from Rothel, his hands in his pockets and his head down. The pressure and stress of the

situation was starting to get to him; even just thinking about their next course of action was almost too much
for him. Even though Sarzen was the head of the quest party, he did not feel like he had the experience or wis-
dom necessary to make the right decisions, especially ones as important as what to do in the event that their
quest failed.

It was times like this, Sarzen thought as he walked past one of the dead Draymens, that he wished that
High Priest Renuk was still alive. When he had been alive, High Priest Renuk had always been able to give
Sarzen useful advice or wisdom for nearly every situation. Renuk had been the closest thing to a father that
Sarzen had had over the last ten years and losing him had been the second most traumatic event in his life, af -
ter the destruction of his hometown at the hands of the Draymens ten years ago.

What would Renuk say if he was still alive? Sarzen tried to figure that out. He knew that Renuk would
tell him not worry, that he should just trust in the Dragon Gods and focus on doing what he needed to do,



but that did not reassure Sarzen much right now, because he was already trusting the Dragon Gods and it
didn’t seem to be doing him much good.

Sarzen passed by another Draymens corpse, but he stopped as soon as he heard movement. He looked
over his shoulder, wondering if it was just his ears playing tricks on him, but then he noticed that the ‘corpse’
he had walked by was no corpse at all. The Draymens was still alive; however, it was heavily wounded, with
gray blood streaking across its body.

It was an ugly thing, as all Draymens were. It looked vaguely humanoid, except it was bald and had skin as
gray as a rock. It was a thin and skinny creature; dangerous in its prime, but pathetic in its wounded state. It
stank of blood and dirt, which made Sarzen wrinkle his nose in disgust.

Apparently, one of the others had not made sure they had finished off their opponent. The Draymens
was now starting to moan in pain; even though it was almost dead, it looked like it would take several hours
before it died from its wounds. The idea of letting another living creature, even a hated Draymens, suffer for
hours in such a desolate place did not seem right to Sarzen.

So he drew his sword and held it above his head. He was going to behead the Draymens in one smooth
stroke; no need to prolong its suffering.

But before he could bring his sword down on its neck, the Draymens looked up at him and said, in a raspy
voice, “Please … help me …”

Sarzen froze. It was incredibly rare for a Draymens to be able to speak Yoresian; in fact, the only Dray-
mens Sarzen could think of who could speak the Yoresian language was dead. Most Draymens, due to their
belief in the superiority of their species, did not bother to learn the language and so spoke exclusively in their
own language that seemed to be made up of growls and snarls and clicks, a language Sarzen still didn’t under -
stand despite having fought so many Draymens over the last couple of weeks.

But this Draymens spoke Yoresian, albeit with an odd, raspy accent. That fact alone made Sarzen hesitate
to finish the creature off, even though he shouldn’t have.

“Do not … kill me …” said the Draymens. “Please …”
“Why shouldn’t I?” said Sarzen. “You’re the enemy. You and your friends tried to kill me and my friends.

Besides, you will likely die out here on your own anyway, so why not let me kill you so you no longer have to
suffer?”

“Because … I can help you,” said the Draymens. It coughed. “Help you find … the Dragon Gods …”
“What?”  said  Sarzen.  “Why would  you help  us  find the  Dragon Gods?  Draymens  hate  the  Dragon

Gods.”
“Not all of us … do,” said the Draymens. “Some of us … see the evil of the One and desire the goodness of

the Dragon Gods.”
Sarzen bit his lower lip. In all of the legends and stories he had heard, he had never heard of any Draymens

who worshiped or supported the Dragon Gods. All of the old tales made it abundantly clear that every indi-
vidual Draymens held a deep and unrelenting hatred toward the Dragon Gods in his or her heart, a hatred
that Sarzen had seen up close many times since leaving Ars.



But there was something about this Draymens that seemed different. He wasn’t sure why, but he sensed
that it was being honest when it claimed that it did not worship the One. Of course, it could have been lying
—all Draymens were excellent liars—but somehow Sarzen doubted that.

“Tell  me, how can I know if you are not just lying to me to save your own pathetic existence?” said
Sarzen. “I’ve been tricked by the Draymens before, and I will not let it happen to me again.”

“No trick,” said the Draymens. “I know how to find the Dragon Gods, how to bring them to you, rather
than search for them yourself.”

Sarzen’s heart started beating faster at that thought; he lowered his sword, but just slightly. “Bring the
Dragon Gods to us? How?”

The Draymens looked Sarzen directly in the eyes. “I can … show you to the Hymn of the Dragon Gods.”


